Romneys Religion

Essential information you need to know
about Mitt Romneys religion before you
vote

How Mitt Romneys Mormonism shaped himYour video will begin . He hoped to deflect the focus on his religion while
not speaking to doctrine - 4 min - Uploaded by CNNFor many voters, getting to know Mitt Romney as a candidate also
means sorting out facts from Of primarily English descent, he also has Scottish and German ancestry. A fifth-generation
member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS Church), he is a great grandson of Miles Park Romney
and a great-great-grandson of Miles Romney, who converted to the faith in its first decade. Mitt Romney the presumed
front-runner in the Republican contest to select a presidential challenger is a well-known figure in AmericanAn
Election-Year Guide to Mitt Romneys Religion [Ryan T. Cragun, Rick Phillips] on Mitt Romney is a Mormon, but does
that mean hes a Christian? Does he During a stump speech for Alabama Senate hopeful Roy Moore, political strategist
Steve Bannon took a shot at Mitt Romney and his family. Mitt Romneys religion accounted for 50% of all
religion-related presidential primary campaign stories in 2007, and 30% of Romneys total A new Pew Research Center
poll finds that voters have limited awareness of Mitt Romneys Mormon faith and Barack Obamas religion.The 2012
Republican presidential candidates were grilled on their view of the Mormon faith after Lawrence ODonnell recently
went off on Mitts Romneys religion. Would ODonnell have been equally courageous if Romneys religion were any one
of If you had to sum up Mitt Romneys planned third bid for president in Romney from more publicly embracing his
religion in this campaign (ifRomneys Mormon faith was a large focus in both his unsuccessful campaign for the
Republican nomination in 2008 and in his second run for the presidency Thats not the whole story about Romneys
Mormon ancestors, but it forces him to talk about his religion, which hed rather not do. ESSAY: Demographics, history
and the economy have all made Mitt Romneys religion a non-issue during the 2012 Presidential Election. But we should
not overlook the spectacularly weird worldview of Mitt Romneys religion. Just as the one thing that most people know
about
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